MEMORANDUM

TO: Office of State Budget & Management

FROM: Nadine Pfeiffer, DHSR Rule-making Coordinator

DATE: June 5, 2020

RE: Federal Certification for Healthcare Personnel Registry Rule Amendment

Rule-making Coordinator’s Certificate

As Required by GS 150B-19.1(g)
For Proposed Permanent and Temporary Rules Adopted to
Implement a Federal Law or which upon Receipt of Federal Funds is Conditioned

Rule 10A NCAC 13O .0301 is proposed for amendment for reciprocity transfer of a nurse aide certification or registration from another State to the North Carolina Nurse Aide I Registry. This rule is compatible with federal regulations for training and competency testing for Nurse Aide I listing on the North Carolina Nurse Aide I Registry.

Regulation by the State of North Carolina for Nurse Aide I Registry listing is subject to the provisions of 42 U.S.C. §1395i-3(b)(5)(A) through (F), 42 U.S.C. §1396r(f)(2), 42 CFR §483.35, and 42 CFR §483.150 through 483.152, 42 CFR §483.154, 42 CFR §483.156, and 42 CFR §483.158. The amendment of Rule 10A NCAC 13O .0301 is necessary to comply with the federal regulations to ensure the provision of safe care and consistent training for all Nurse Aide I’s listed in the North Carolina Nurse Aide I Registry.